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ABSTRACT
Developments in Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies and associated processes have increased the limits of attainable design complexity, yet Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools that may utilise these new potentials have not advanced as rapidly. Research detailed in this paper addresses aspects of automatic geometric design that may support the generation of high resolution, functional, three-dimensional (3D) textures. A 3D CAD model of a surface with complex curvature was modelled to be systematically populated with points using a developed mesh-generation algorithm. Following the successful generation of a mesh the distances between points were analysed, throughout the process, to measure the performance of the algorithm. Equidistance between points was achieved and, if the algorithm was used as intended, would provide an essential foundation for successive texture application processes with minimal manual input required.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Traditional texture application processes are manual, completed after parts are formed, and involve hand-carving geometries, such as paint scratching and roller printing, directly into parts [1]. These processes have since been replaced by CAD software equivalents that generate data to be interpreted by Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) machinery [2]. CAM machinery presses or mills material of parts after they are formed or mould surfaces beforehand [3]. Generating textures using these processes restricts the complexity of the geometries that may be produced due to the difference in malleability and viscosity between materials when they melt and solid [4]. Molten materials are able to flow into small volumes of mould cavities, however, the solidification process makes it impossible to remove 3D textures whilst keeping them intact with surfaces, due to mechanical restrictions [5].

AM technologies and related processes allow for more complex textures (Figure 1) to be fabricated, therefore allowing designers and engineers to produce parts with a wider range of functionalities [6]. Texture functionality types are various and because of this their geometries are determined by the conditions of their intended applications [7]. Hydrophobic surfaces utilise liquid surface tension to repel water and contaminants; hydrodynamic surfaces control fluid flow within boundary layers to reduce total drag; non-excreting adhesive surfaces deform their geometries around features of other surfaces to utilise Van der Waals forces [8].
Examples of these functional surfaces may be found in nature and have been experimented on to highlight the significant advantages functional textures provide surfaces [7]. A frequently researched functional texture is shark skin due to its relatively large structure size as well as the potential range of applications that may benefit from having them [6,9]. Shark skin structures, or denticles, are solid geometries that reduce total drag force, by approximately 10%, to maintain high swimming velocities [6]. As well as individual structure form, structure positioning is a key determinant of functional texture performance [10]. Gaps between structures cause fluid behaviours to change and generate turbulence outside boundary layers which reduces functional texture performance [11].

Previous shark skin emulation attempts have incrementally increased the percentage improvement the textures make against comparable functional surfaces [6]. The first notable attempt consisted of a simple pattern of embossed ellipses on a planar surface [12]. A subsequent attempt involved a shark skin inspired high performance swimsuit that controlled fluid flow using the weave pattern of the fibres [13]. The attempt that most closely matches shark skin involves the fabrication of similar structure geometries using Multi-Jet Modelling [6]. Although this research demonstrated that complex textures can now be generated, with the inclusion of AM, the structures were tenfold larger than shark skin structures and were positioned in a rectangular array and therefore did not overlap. A flexible substrate was also used to provide curvature to the textured surface; therefore high fidelity shark skin is yet to be generated directly onto a 3D CAD model or a physical model.

AM now allows nature’s functional surfaces to be emulated, however, there are no CAD modelling methods that support the generation of high fidelity texture data on surfaces with unrestricted curvature [14]. There are, however, some CAD modelling methods that involve processes that may be used to generate 3D texture CAD data [15,16]. To address this gap a novel CAD modelling method was developed so that the progression made in manufacturing technologies is matched by software that enables them. Research detailed within this paper entails the generation of point and vector data to position structures to form shark skin, or other, functional textures on surfaces with non-planar, complex curvatures.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A surface CAD model (Figure 2a) was created using Rhinoceros 3D and Grasshopper CAD software to test the performance of the point generation section of a system designed to generate 3D functional texture data [17,18]. Four boundary curves, of identical length and curvature, were drawn to form a quadrilateral surface with complex, non-planar curvature. A curvature analysis (Figure 2c) was performed to assess which areas of the CAD model exhibited tight curvature. Values shown in the key (Figure 2b), which detail the range of curvature across the surface, were recorded to assist in attributing mesh point generation performance with respect to surface curvature.

Mesh points are to be used as attachment locations for structures, therefore the distances between them should relate to the sizes of structures that neighbour each point. As surface structure size is relatively uniform across textures the distances between attachment locations should also be.

A meshing algorithm of the authors’ creation was employed to populate points across the surface CAD model. Initially a target equidistance value was set – one distance unit – relative to the distance between boundary curve end points – 100 distance units. The units of distance used were not recorded as the surface CAD model may be scaled, uniformly, by the same factor as the mesh points positions if the same scaling origin coordinates are used. The target equidistance value was used to generate all points within the mesh, by referencing points generated within preceding iterations, until the surface CAD model was populated by points and the algorithm termination condition was satisfied.

Each mesh point was processed automatically, within all iterations of the mesh generation process, to identify which points were closest to each other record the linear distance between them. Therefore the total number of distances recorded equals the number of mesh points in all iterations. Minimum and maximum distances were recorded for all iterations, and means average distances were also calculated.

3. RESULTS

All distance data is displayed in a table (Table 1) and a line graph (Figure 3), which is accompanied by dashed lines that may be used to assist in determining at what stages in the mesh generation process the algorithm’s performance changes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration No.</th>
<th>No. of points</th>
<th>Min. dist. (%)</th>
<th>Max. dist. (%)</th>
<th>Mean avg. dist. (%)</th>
<th>Filtered min. dist. (%)</th>
<th>Filtered max. dist. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1387</td>
<td>99.77</td>
<td>100.11</td>
<td>99.97</td>
<td>99.79</td>
<td>100.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>5167</td>
<td>98.39</td>
<td>101.50</td>
<td>99.89</td>
<td>98.47</td>
<td>101.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>7649</td>
<td>96.12</td>
<td>102.56</td>
<td>99.78</td>
<td>96.44</td>
<td>102.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>9099</td>
<td>94.24</td>
<td>103.05</td>
<td>99.68</td>
<td>94.65</td>
<td>102.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>10211</td>
<td>93.83</td>
<td>103.74</td>
<td>99.72</td>
<td>94.35</td>
<td>103.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>11091</td>
<td>60.02</td>
<td>105.07</td>
<td>99.72</td>
<td>94.10</td>
<td>103.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>11250</td>
<td>60.48</td>
<td>103.70</td>
<td>99.61</td>
<td>89.60</td>
<td>103.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Closest mesh point distance data

Mean average values are consistent throughout the mesh point generation process and culminate at 99.61% of the target equidistance value. Minimum and maximum distance values deviate throughout the mesh generation process, but significantly near boundary curves and whilst points are generated on extreme surface curvature; these key stages are reported and highlighted in Table 1 and Figure 3 respectively.

Figure 3: Graph of closest point measurements of meshed surface CAD model

Dashed lines highlight the stages of the mesh generation process where boundary curves begin to determine mesh performance. These stages are also displayed to help determine where divergence from equidistance occurs (Figure 4).

High numbers of points per iteration and the requirement of high numbers of iterations to be calculated, to generate a complete mesh, cause the process to be computationally demanding. To understand this demand the numbers of points within all iterations is displayed in a graph (Figure 5). References are used to highlight how the numbers of points per iteration change according to the boundaries that define the surface CAD model. The number of points exponentially increases until the first boundary curve interacts with the points, which is followed by iterations of constantly increasing point numbers. This pattern changes when all boundary curves interact with mesh points to cause the numbers of points to plateau; finalising at 11250 mesh points. The total run time of the mesh-generating algorithm was 18
minutes 51 seconds and generated a total of 431565 points; therefore approximately 380 points were generated each second.

Figure 4: Key stages of the meshing process, including (a) initial mesh point generation, (b) first interaction between a point and a surface edge, (c) interaction between a point and a perpendicular surface edge, and (d) meshing completion

Figure 5: - Graph of the number of points generated in each iteration
4. DISCUSSION

Performance of the mesh-generating algorithm was principally assessed using the linear distances between neighbouring points as a key performance indicator. A complete mesh was generated as all areas of the surface CAD model were populated by points (Figure 6a). Throughout the mesh generation process the mean average distances were stable (Figure 3), despite deviations from the target equidistance value. This result is mainly caused by the data being highly concentrated about the mean average, but also due to larger distances on one side of a point creating smaller distances on the other.

Closest point minimum distances and maximum distances, begin to decrease and increase, respectively, at approximately iteration 30, which coincides with mesh points propagating on areas with relatively higher surface curvature acceleration. In one direction points were splayed whereas in the perpendicular direction they were restricted. Minimum and maximum distances between closest points continued to deviate from the target equidistance and were unaffected by the initial boundary curve interaction between a boundary curve and a point (Figure 4b). This divergence pattern was altered by the interaction of a subsequent boundary curve (Figure 4c) which caused the stabilisation of distances between points. Differences between mesh generation performances occurred due to the number of points being processed in areas with tighter surface curvature. This effect may also be caused by the relative angles generated between the outer most points and the boundary curves that interact with them; lower relative angles have a higher probability of causing equidistance diversion. At the stage when these mesh points are influenced by the edges the reduction in meshing performance ceases and stabilises.

A further significant reduction in performance occurs when mesh points are generated in new positions, in iteration 70, due to the points being in the area of tightest curvature across the CAD model. Differences between linear distances and the shortest distances along a surface, between points, are larger on areas of tight curvature. These differences cause coordinate averaging issues and result in points being introduced between points (Figure 6b). The new minimum closest distance remains at approximately 60% as the pair of closest points propagate towards the centre of the surface CAD model. As this pair of closest points propagates further towards the centre of the surface the distances between points, nearest the most extreme surface curvature, begin to return to the target equidistance value due to coordinate value averaging.

![Figure 6](image6.png)

Figure 6 - (a) A meshed surface CAD model with (b) a magnified view of points generated on relatively tight surface curvature
In iteration 70, a significant decrease in minimum closest distance occurs. This occurrence increases the maximum closest distance between points, in the subsequent iteration, as points begin to return to their previous positions.

The use of a filter, which removes a number of distances at either end of the ordered values, generated new datasets that approximately follow a similar pattern to the unfiltered datasets until iteration 70. At the stage where points are generated on the tightest surface curvature, the effect of additional mesh points only affects relatively few distances. The effect may be seen by the significant difference between filtered and unfiltered minimum distances in the final iterations of the process, finishing at 89.60%. As there are relatively low numbers of points that are far from the target equidistance value, therefore it is feasible for manual point position manipulation to be considered before they are used as structure attachment locations. Filtered maximum distances between closest points were also more stable after iteration 70, suggesting that there were few relatively large gaps generated by additional mesh points at this stage.

The difference in number of points between iterations is directly proportional to the ratio of unmeshed surface area and the points, within the target equidistance value, which may be used as references to generate new points. If all existing points may be used to generate new points the rate of change between unmeshed and meshed surface area is constant. In iterations including boundary curves that influence mesh point generation this rate of change alters causing a plateau until mesh completion (Figure 5). As 380 point positions may be calculated each second whilst maintaining a consistent mean average that approximately matches the target equidistance value (99.61%), using this process requires significantly less time than manual positioning of structure attachment locations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

To assess the performance of a mesh-generating algorithm, a sample surface CAD model was systematically populated with points so that the distances between them could be measured. Analysis of the distances proved the process to successfully generate mesh points, which require relatively low manual modification, and may be used as attachment locations for structures to form 3D functional textures. The developed mesh-generating algorithm may be used to utilise the potential of AM technologies, which other manufacturing techniques cannot offer, as well as reducing the time required to generate 3D texture data.
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